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Thierry Apoteker was invited to be a speaker at the 11th MAP International CEO

Conference held in Manila on September 10th 2013,

MAP is a philippine management organization whose members belong to the largest

local and multinational companies in the Philippines, top management educators and

government officials. One of the major coming developments is the projected

implementation of the ASEAN integration in 2015. MAP has taken the lead to initiate

activities that will provide information and assist in industry preparations for 2015.

The 11th MAP International CEO Conference 2013 will deal with a series of info-sessions

on ASEAN Integration: “BUSINESS BEYOND BORDERS: Global Perspectives, Domestic

Dynamics” featuring success stories on key sectors (e.g., Agriculture, Manufacturing,

Health Care, Logistics, E-commerce).

The MAP International CEO Conference is the biggest annual event of the MAP with 500

to 800 participants who are industry leaders and with delegates from India, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, Japan, Macau, Sri Lanka, and Qatar.

More information on: http://www.mapceoconference.ph/
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Structure de la présentation

“ASEAN does not intend to go the EU way all the way, but it can 

learn from the European experience by way of practical 

measures. It is up to ASEAN’s member states to adapt and apply 

those measures that are necessary for integrating the Southeast 

Asian economy”

Former ASEAN Secretary General Rodolfo Severino, 2006
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1. ASEAN importance from an outsider’s perspective: 

geopolitical balance versus economic gravity

2. The EU is keen to see ASEAN integration going 

further and ASEAN power and influence to be 

enhanced

3. Critical tips from a European observer: lessons 

learnt that would be helpful for ASEAN
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Structure de la présentationASEAN importance from an outsider’s perspective: 

geopolitical balance versus economic gravity

Source: McKinsey
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Structure de la présentationASEAN importance from an outsider’s perspective: 

geopolitical balance versus economic gravity

The world post-Soviet Union is being organized around a « multipolar-

hierarchized » structure

� The US leadership is not going to be challenged any time soon
� Demography and innovation

� Military might and projection capabilities

� Energy and relocation

� But the US cannot “control” the world developments as are progressively 

emerging “second-tier powers” that are filling up the vacuum created by 

the collapse of bi-polarity. Second-order powers need critical attributes:
� Size and overall economic might

� Diplomatic and political strength

� Cultural / historic legitimacy

� None of the individual EU member states, and none of the ASEAN member 

states can pretend to be such a second-order power
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Structure de la présentationASEAN importance from an outsider’s perspective: 

geopolitical balance versus economic gravity

Historical evolution of simple growth Polarity

selected economies, 1–2008

Source: World Bank from Maddison
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Structure de la présentationASEAN importance from an outsider’s perspective: 

geopolitical balance versus economic gravity

Source: World Bank

Note: HBS = Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson

The shaded region indicates potential

Multidimensional polarity index

top 15 economies

2004–08 average

Measures of growth poles

top 15 economies

2021–25 baseline average

Source: World Bank

Note: The shaded region indicates potential poles
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Structure de la présentationThe EU is keen to see ASEAN integration going further 

and ASEAN power and influence to be enhanced

The EU is “skewed” towards a preference for developments that 

mirror its own organizational structure and historical lessons 

and experiences

� Strong support for regional integration in various parts of the world
� Support to ASEAN and Mercosur

� Trade negotiations at regional level when possible

� Encouraging regional integration in other developing countries, notably in so-

called ACP (Africa-Caribbean-Pacific) countries

� Keen for institutional design and “single voice” in order to gain strength in 

international discussion and multilateral organizations
� Presence of EC officials at G8 and G20 meetings

� Role of EU/EC in trade negotiations and in official development assistance
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Structure de la présentationThe EU is keen to see ASEAN integration going further 

and ASEAN power and influence to be enhanced

Many similarities in the two regional integration histories

� Initial rationale for integration: international relations and political threats 

(Soviet Union for the EU, “domino theory” about communism for ASEAN)

� A process however centered around trade integration followed by 

economic integration (and later financial integration)

� Use of “soft power” as the major thrust in terms of international relations

� Ability to enlarge and incorporate highly different countries if common 

vision is shared (importance of consolidating democracy for EU successive 

enlargement after 1980, enlargement to “ex-communist” countries in 

ASEAN)
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Structure de la présentationThe EU is keen to see ASEAN integration going further 

and ASEAN power and influence to be enhanced

Two critical differences

� Geometry

� The EU has a “variable geometry” within the block (Eurozone, Schengen, 

European Defense Units…), while ASEAN is engaged in many agreements 

“outside the block”

� Institutional building

� Increasing devolution of sovereign powers to the EU institutions: European 

Commission for trade and investment relations, agriculture policy, 

infrastructure, regional policies; European Court of Justice can over-rule 

national decisions; European Central Bank); 

� Conversely, the ASEAN Secretariat remains weak with almost all areas still 

strictly under national control; 

� Interesting step with ASEAN’s Committee of Permanent Representatives and 

EU’s COREPER 
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

� Structural differences between member states can be too 

large to accommodate a full-fledge integration; trade alone 

may not be enough to trigger convergence for standard of 

living and overall development stage

� Each step in economic integration mechanically leads to 

further steps to be taken if the integration is to deepen; 

timing, sequencing and adequate institutional design are 

critical

� Ability to tackle “public goods” issues at the regional level and 

need for policy / political direction
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

ASEAN 10 EU 28

GDP (bn $)                       max/min 95 391

min, max Laos 9.2, Indonesia 878.2 Malta 8.7, Germany 3 400.6

GDP per capita** ($) max/min 12 15

min, max Myanmar 835, Malaysia 10 304 Bulgaria 7033, Denmark 56 202

Population (mn)             max/min 613 196

min, max Brunei 0.4, Indonesia 244.5 Malta 0.4, Germany 81.9

Agriculture* (% of GDP)max/min 54 10

min, max Brunei 0.7, Myanmar 38.8 Belgium 0.7, Romania 6.9

Urban Population* (%) max/min 3.8 2.0

min, max Cambodia 20.2, Brunei 76.3 Slovenia 49.9, Belgium 97.5

Public Debt* (% of GDP)max/min 23 19

min, max Brunei 2.4, Malaysia 55.5 Estonia 8.5, Greece 158.5

*excluding Singapore and Luxembourg

** excluding Singapore, Luxembourg and Brunei

Source: IMF/WEO, WB
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

1960 1980 2000 2012

European Union 35% 50% 55% 63%

ASEAN 7% 19% 23% 25%

Intra-Regional Trade / Total Trade (%)

Source: IMF/DOTS
Note: ASEAN 5 in 1960 and 1980 and ASEAN 10 in 2000 and 2012

EU6 in 1960, EU9 in 1980, EU15 in 2000 and EU27 in 2012
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

� First step of trade integration is the lowering and elimination of tariffs…

� … which lead to NTBT becoming much more important (from technical and 

health standards to Rules of Origin…);

� Unification of trade conditions leads to the creation of a single market for 

goods (i.e. common external tariff, identical NTBT, no trade remedies 

within the single market)…

� … which makes non-trade issues more critical (investment rules, currency 

movements, international trade conditions and negotiations, country risk 

and potential for systemic disruptions, labor and capital mobility)…

� … which leads to deeper integration mechanisms that require stronger 

institutional setting, but also the development of a strong “ownership” by 

citizens and a clear political direction.
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

Illustration of differences in risk situations among ASEAN member states, based on TAC’s 

proprietary tool RiskMonitor
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

Illustration of differences in currency risks, based on TAC’s proprietary tool RiskMonitor
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Structure de la présentationCritical tips from a European observer: lessons learnt 

that would be helpful for ASEAN

Illustration of divergent currency movements
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that would be helpful for ASEAN

Illustration of highly differentiated business environments
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� The EU is very keen to see a strengthening of ASEAN as a counterweight to 

China’s influence and the emergence of a “look-alike” strong group of 

national member states.

� Seen from Europe…

� ASEAN still lacks a proper / stronger institutional organization, even if 

the replication of EU’s structures is neither desirable nor feasible in 

the short to medium-term;

� ASEAN is still too dependent on outside markets and economies (final 

users of goods produced in the “Asia Factory”, China) and not enough 

on its own demand and production structure.

� EU experience suggests to investigate in greater details the implications of 

large structural differences and the “inevitable” sequence of changes that 

are triggered once a single market is put in place, both at institutional and 

political level.
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Thank you for your patient attention

TAC is a fully independent research and advisory company working on 

international economic and financial issues, country risk and designs of 

international strategies

www.tac-financial.com


